


COULD WE
BE YOUR
CREATIVE
SOURCE?

WOULDN’T IT
BE HANDY IF
YOU COULD
BOTTLE
CREATIVITY
If you’re after an agency with creativity on tap, then look no further. 

We’re passionate about good design, and whilst we’re not afraid to

push the boundaries, we also understand that there’s a time and a

place – we’re just as at home producing a corporate report as we

are a conceptual DM campaign.

Our personal, hands-on approach means that  our clients know that

when they call they’ll be speaking directly to someone familiar with

their work and who knows exactly what they’re talking about.

The following pages contain a few examples that show how a dash

of creativity can really bring a project to life.

So that leaves one question...



  

PAGB:
TOWARDS A HEALTHIER BRITAIN

THE BRIEF
The PAGB approached Guess1 to create a

new report for 2010, focussing on the state

of the nations  nutrition and how a healthy,

balanced diet is key to achieving good

health. They required a report that was full 

of factual content yet was equally easy to

digest with fresh and vibrant graphics

throughout. 

THE SOLUTION
Focussing upon the nation’s dietary

deficiencies, we developed a graphic style

using figures filled with various foods to

convey the ideal diet and/or to illustrate

specific statistics which were highlighted

within the general report body copy. A clear

typographic style and a bright, lively palette

has been used throughout the report to

create easy to read and engaging content. 

WHAT WAS INVOLVED
Concepts, design, artworking, illustration

and image sourcing/retouching.

WE DON’T JUST
REPORT
THE FACTS
WE BRING THEM

TO LIFE



  

POST OFFICE:
MORTGAGE DIRECT MAIL PACK

THE BRIEF
To coincide with the launch of Post Office

Mortgages, we were asked to produce a

direct mail piece to be sent to members of

staff to create a buzz and familiarise them

with the range of mortgages they would be

offering to their customers.

THE SOLUTION
Following the general Post Office style, we

put together a pack that was simple yet

striking. Bold type and simple imagery was

used along with some carefully worded copy

to complete our concept of “opening doors”.

The piece consisted of a branded keyring,

pen, photo clip, notepad and 6 page leaflet,

all packaged within a bespoke box.

WHAT WAS INVOLVED
Concept design, artworking, illustration,

copywriting, print sourcing, mailing, branded

gift sourcing and image sourcing/retouching.

WE’RERIGHT
AT HOME
COMING UP WITH

IDEAS



  

SANTANDER CARDS/
HOUSE OF FRASER:
HOUSEOFFRASERCARDS.CO.UK

THE BRIEF
We’ve worked on multiple projects for 

the House of Fraser Recognition Card and

were asked to take a look at re-designing

and expanding upon a simple existing

website they were using.

THE SOLUTION
Our main objective was to create something

that was easy to navigate and understand

yet retained the stylish, premium feel that is

associated with the brand. Simple but slick

button and icon styles were developed and

particular attention was paid to keeping all

the important information as high up the

page as possible. 

WHAT WAS INVOLVED
Concepts, design, artworking and

copywriting. The website was only 

designed by Guess1 – build of the site 

was by Santander Cards’ in-house team.

WE HAVE THE
CREATIVITY
THAT JUST 
CLICKS
WITH OUR CLIENTS



  

CIG HEALTHCARE PARTNERSHIP/
RECKITT BENCKISER GROUP:
NUROMOL TRADE ADVERTISING

THE BRIEF
The client wanted a striking and impactful

design for the national launch of this new

product, to be advertised in multiple

specialist trade publications.

THE SOLUTION
Making the pack the hero of our ad, we

developed a style that clearly

communicated the brand name and unique

nature of the product as well as some

detailed statistics that highlighted the

product’s main selling points. The ad was

designed in such a way to enable it to be

resized with ease without compromising on

the design and content.

WHAT WAS INVOLVED
Design and artworking.

WHEN WE TAKE
ON A PROJECT
THERE’S NO
CUTTING
CORNERS



  

SANTANDER CARDS/
MOTHERCARE:
TAKE ONE & WELCOME BOOK

THE BRIEF
With store card materials featuring

illustrations that had been used for some

time, we were asked to produce an updated

and redesigned set of store card collateral

that fitted in with Mothercares’ recently

updated brand.

THE SOLUTION
A selection of different concepts and

approaches were presented using strong

imagery and complementary colour

throughout. The final design uses a simple

lifestyle design, with the focus on clear

financial detail with clear type and imagery.

This design was then also followed through

for onto multiple printed items.

WHAT WAS INVOLVED
Concept design, artworking and 

copy editing.

FINANCIAL
PRODUCTS CAN BE

WARM &
CUDDLY
AFTER ALL



  

HOUSE OF FRASER:
6 PAGE SUMMER INSERT

THE BRIEF
House of Fraser required an exclusive  

six page roll-fold leaflet to be enclosed with 

a cardholder statement. The leaflet

showcases new Summer ranges available

instore and online.

THE SOLUTION
Using product photography and a vibrant

colour palette, we created a design that had

a bright, summery feel. A fun, polaroid style

was developed for the cover, and inside

products were grouped together by

category and clearly numbered, named and

referenced for the customer’s ease of

reference whilst shopping online.

WHAT WAS INVOLVED
Design and artworking.

WE LIKE TO BE
CONSISTENTLY
CREATIVE
INEVERY
DEPARTMENT



SANTANDER/DEBENHAMS:
SELF-SEALING PROMO MAILER

THE BRIEF
Debenhams wanted to create a Triple Points

cardholder solus mailing to increase store

card use over the festive period. We were

required to promote gift ideas as well as

exclusive cardholder offers to ensure the

success of the mailing.

THE SOLUTION
We developed an elegant, seasonal feel 

for the piece using a combination of

typographic styles. The introduction of a

decorative frame graphic and rich burgundy

and gold colouring throughout added that

extra touch of exclusivity. The whole piece

folded into a self-sealing C5 format.

WHAT WAS INVOLVED
Design, artworking and copy editing.

WE MAKE SURE
WE DELIVER
FIRSTCLASS
RESULTS
EVERY TIME



  

PAGB:
FLU & COLDS LEAFLET

THE BRIEF
The PAGB wanted a striking leaflet

highlighting the ways that colds and flu

could be treated using over-the-counter

medicines. Part of the push towards greater

self-care, the leaflet helps save GP’s valuable

time by informing and educating the public.

The leaflet was to be distributed nationwide

through high street pharmacies such as

Boots , as well as at local GP practices.

THE SOLUTION
We used a complementary palette of blue

and orange to give the piece maximum

prominence amongst other leaflets. Using a

combination of photography and digital

image editing, we created our own branded

pack of tissues, literally symbolising “the

battle against flu and colds”. The leaflet has

been  so successful that it has been updated

and reprinted a number of times.

WHAT WAS INVOLVED
Concepts, photography, design and

artworking.

WHATEVER
THE SUBJECT
MATTER, IT
NEEDN’T BE
STUFFY



  

OUTFIT:
REWARDS VOUCHER BOOKLET

THE BRIEF
Outfit wanted to add a booklet of 

reward vouchers to it’s range of store

cardholder literature. The vouchers had to

be a specific size, and the booklet outer

needed to retain the general feel of the

accompanying literature and convey a

premium yet fashionable feel. 

THE SOLUTION
Using a range of fashion photography, we

developed a die-cut outer, making use of the

circular shape that featured heavily in the

rest of the literature and an image of the

card itself. The piece contained a book of ten

perforated vouchers, along with a summary

of the key store card benefits.

WHAT WAS INVOLVED
Concepts,  design and artworking.

OUR CLIENTS GET
CREATIVE WITH

ADDED
VALUE




